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An approximate open mapping principle for multifunctions between metric
spaces with closed graphs is given. It is shown that infinitesimal assumptions
involving tangent cones and approximate tangent cones ensure that openness
results can be derived from the general principle. Several examples and counter-
examples enlight the validity and the interplay of the results. Applications are given
to the lower semicontinuity of the intersection of two multifunctions. Q 1998
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
 w x.It is well known that the open mapping theorem of S. Banach see 11
is equivalent to the closed graph theorem and the isomorphism theorem.
The list of its applications is so considerable that it led researchers to look
for nonlinear versions. Other developments arising from optimal control
theory and optimality conditions in mathematical programming have
prompted the search of multivalued versions. In fact a simple and well-
known way to obtain necessary optimality conditions consists in writing
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that a certain multifunction is not open. Therefore any sufficient openness
condition is violated as soon as optimality is at hand.
Another track leading to an interest in openness properties arises from
the simple fact that the lower semicontinuity of a multifunction is equiva-
lent to the openness of its inverse. In such an obvious observation one
realizes how simple and convenient is the formalism of multifunctions.
Moreover this framework is dictated by the fact that many problems do
not have a unique solution, so that one has to consider the solution map as
a set-valued map. The possibility of considering continuity properties in
such an extended setting is still fruitful and informative.
An openness property is usually obtained in several stages. The key step
consists in passing from an approximate property to genuine openness.
This passage from approximate openness to openness was already put
w x w xforward by S. Banach in 11 . In the monograph 37 of J. L. Kelley, there is
w x wa result of this kind 37, Lemma 36, p. 202 ; see also R. E. Edwards 26,
x w x wLemma 6.4.1, p. 435 , S. Dolecki 24, Theorem 3.2 , V. Ptak 51, 52;Â
x w x w xTheorem 3 , J. M. Borwein and D. M. Zhuang 14 , C. C. Chou 17 , and H.
w xFrankowska 30, Theorem 2.2 . Recently P. Q. Khanh has generalized the
w xresults of Ptak in 38, 39 . On the other hand, since the pionneering worksÂ
w x w x w x w xof J.-P. Aubin 4 , J. M. Borwein 13 , L. M. Graves 33 , A. D. Ioffe 34 ,
w xand L. A. Liusternik 41 many papers have been devoted to the question
of tangential sufficient conditions for openness of multifunctions let us
w x. w xmention 7, 14, 28, 29, 36, 45, 47 . In a recent work H. Frankowska 30 has
obtained many striking results based on an open mapping principle of
order k G 1.
It is the purpose of the present paper to describe a simple line leading to
many results of this kind. Obviously, it is impossible to encompass all
known openness results into a single framework. For instance the recent
w x w xresult of 12 which relies on analytic properties and the results of 61
which involve accretiveness do not enter into a general pattern. Still we
endeavor to include many results obtained via nonsmooth analysis meth-
ods. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we prove a simple
 .nonlinear subtraction result Theorem 2.1 and we consider some of its
consequences. In Section 3 a necessary and sufficient condition for approx-
 .imate openness is given Theorem 3.1 in terms of infinitesimal notions.
Combining these results and using a notion of approximate expansion of a
multifunction, we obtain a sharpening of the main openness result of J.-P.
w xPenot 45 which also encompasses H. Frankowska's first order principle in
w x30 . We also treat the case of a family of multifunctions, extending the
w xresults of J.-P. Aubin and R. J.-B. Wets in 8 . We mainly use geometrical
methods based on the geometric equivalent of the Ekeland's variational
w xprinciple, namely the Phelps]Browder Theorem 16, 51 . Some examples,
counterexamples, and comparison results between our results and the
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results existing in the literature are given. A few applications are given in
Section 4 to the lower semicontinuity of the intersection of two multifunc-
w xtions, generalizing to the nonconvex case the results of 3, 5, 48 .
Now let us introduce the terminology and the notions we shall use. Let
 .F be a family of subsets of a topological space Z indexed by ai ig I
 .  .directed set I, F . The limit inferior of the family F is the seti ig I
lim inf F of z g Z such that for each neighborhood U of z, there existsI i
i g I such that F meets U for each i G i . The limit superior of the0 i 0
 .family F is the set lim sup F of z g Z such that for each neighbor-i ig I I i
 .hood U of z, for each i , there exists i G i such that F meets U. If Z, d0 0 i
 .is a metric space, then z g lim inf F if and only if lim sup d z, F s 0I i I i
 .and z g lim sup F if and only if lim inf d z, F s 0.I i I i
 .Given a metric space X, d , we set for each e ) 0, a g X, A ; X,
C ; X,
B a s x g X : d z , x F e , 4 .  .e
U a s x g X : d a, x - e , 4 .  .e
B A s B a , .  .De e
agA
d x , A s inf d x , a : x g A , 4 .  .
e A , C s inf e ) 0: A ; B C . 4 .  .e
 .  .  .  .We shall sometimes write B a, e for B a and U a, e for U a . A set Ae e
is said to be strongly contained in a set C, which is denoted A ;; C, if
 .there exists e ) 0 such that B A ; C. A product of metric spaces ise
 5 5.endowed with the box metric. If X, . is a normed vactor space we
 .  .denote by U resp. B the open resp. closed unit ball and we denote byX X
S the unit sphere. The closure of a set A of a topological space X isX
denoted by cl A.
In the sequel a multifunction F from a set X into a set Y is identified
 .with its graph which is a subset of X = Y. For any x g X, F x is the
 .   . 4possibly empty subset of Y defined by F x s y g Y: x, y g F . We
y1 y1  .  .denote by F ; Y = X the multifunction given by F s y, x : x, y g
4 y1F , a notation compatible with the usual notation f for a mapping.
 .  .Given a subset A of X, we denote by F A the subset j F x .x g A
We say that a multifunction F ; S = X, where S and X are topological
 .  w x.spaces, is lower semicontinuous at s, a g F see 24 if for each neighbor-
 .hood V of a there exists a neighborhood U of s such that F t meets V
 .for each t g U, i.e., if a g lim inf F t . We say that F is l.s.c. as s if itt ª s
 .  .  .  .is l.s.c. at any s, a with s, a g F, i.e., F s ; lim inf F t . Whent ª s
 . X, d is a metric space, we say that F is pseudo-lower hemicontinuous or
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.  .pseudo-lower semicontinuous in the sense of Hausdorff at s, a g F if
  .  ..there exists a neighborhood V of a such that lim e F s l V, F t s 0.t ª s
When S and F are metric spaces, the multifunction F is said to be
 .  w x.pseudo-Lipschitz near s, a g F see 4 if there exist neighborhoods U of
  .  ..s and V of a and k G 0 such that, for any t, t9 g U, e F t l V, F t9 F
 .cd t, t9 .
Let us also recall the following classical definition of tangent cones. The
 . ­  .  w x.circatangent cone or Clarke's tangent cone T F, c see 19 to a closed
subset F of a normed vector space Z at a point c g F is the set of vectors
¨ g Z such that
lim d ¨ , ty1 F y x s 0, . .
P=F
 .  .t , x ª 0, c
P=Fx w  .  .  .  .where P s 0,q ` and t, x ª 0, c means t, x converges to 0, c in
P = F.
 .The contingent or Bouligand tangent cone to F at c g F is the cone
 .T F, c defined by
T F , c s lim sup ty1 F y c .  .
tx0
s ¨ g Z : ' t x0, ' ¨ ª ¨ : c q t ¨ g F . 4 .  .n n n n
We shall denote by D the set of functions d : R ª R which areq q
 .increasing, continuous at 0 with d 0 s 0 and by A the set of functions
a : R ª R . Slight modifications would allow us to replace D in whatq q
follows by the set M of modulus, i.e., the set of nondecreasing functions
 w x.from R to R with limit 0 at 0 see 46, 49 . Given r g A, we say thatq q
a g A is r-smaller than d g D and we write a - d , if there exists ar
 .  .sequence of functions r in A with r t ' t such that, for each t ) 0n 0
`  .  .  .  .sufficiently small one has  r t s r t and a ( r t - d ( r t . Ifns0 n n nq1
a ( r F d ( r near 0 we say that a is r-smaller or equal to d and wen nq1
write a F d . Often one can take for r the nth-iterate of a function wr n
n. .  ny1. ..given by w t s w w t , and one recovers the definition of small
w xfunctions given by V. Ptak in 51, 52 . We observe that a - d for some rÂ r
in A if and only if, for each t ) 0 small enough, there exists a sequence
 . `  .  .t with t s t, t - q` such that a t - d t for each n g N.n 0 ns0 n n nq1
2. A SUBTRACTION THEOREM
The following concepts which are variants of classical notions will be
crucial for our aims. In the sequel we shall deal with parametrized families
 .F of multifunctions from X to Y where X and Y are metricw w g W
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spaces. The set W is contained in a topological space P the space of
.parameters and contains a fixed point 0 in its closure. In some of the
following definitions, it could be more suitable to replace the closed balls
by open ones. Nevertheless, for the sake of homogeneity, we use only the
closed balls, the price to be paid being some assumption on the underlying
metric as in Theorem 2.2.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let X, Y be metric spaces.
 .a Given d g D, a multifunction F ; X = Y is said to be d-open
 .with respect to r g A with lim r t s 0 on the set Z ; X = Y if theret x 0
x x  .exists t ) 0 such that for all t g 0, t and for all x, y g F l Z,
B y ; F B x . .  . .d  t . r  t .
 .  .If r t ' t, we say that F is d-open on Z; if moreover d t s v t with
v ) 0 we say that F is open on Z at the linear rate v, a terminology due
w xto S. Dolecki 24, 25 .
 .Give d g D, a family F ; X = Y of multifunctions is saidw w g W
to be equi-d-open on the set Z ; X = Y with respect to r g A with
 .lim r t s 0 if there exist t ) 0 and a neighborhood U of 0 in W sucht x 0
w x  .that for all w g U, for all t g 0, t , and for all x, y g F l Z ,w
B y ; F B x . .  . .d  t . w r  t .
 .b Let d g D and let a g A. A multifunction F ; X = Y is said to
be a-approximately almost d-open on the set Z ; X = Y if there exists
 . x xt ) 0 such that, for each x, y g Z l F and for each t g 0, t ,
B y ; cl B F B x . .  . . .d  t . a  t . t
If in the preceding inclusion one can dispense with the closure operation
one says that F is a-approximately d-open. If in this inclusion one can take
a s 0 one says that F is almost open.
 .Remark 2.1. a When r is increasing the multifunction F is d-open
w.r.t. r on Z if and only if F is d ( ry1-open on Z.
 .b Let d g D and let a g A be such that
B y ; cl B F B x , .  . . .d  t . a  t . t
 .for each x, y g Z l F and for each t small enough. Assume that
lim sup dy1 a t rt - g - 1. . .
tx0
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 .  .It ensues that for each t small enough a t - d g t hence a - d withr
 . n  .  .y1r t s g t, r t s 1 y g t.n
 .  .c When d t s v t, d-openness of F on a neighborhood of
 . y1  .a, b g F is equivalent to the pseudo-Lipschitzianity of F near b, a
 . w xand to the metric regularity of F at a, b 34, 43, 53 , i.e., there exists
 .  .k ) 0 and a neighborhood N of a, b such that for any x, y g N,
 y1 ..   ..  w x.d x, F y F kd y, F x see 6, 13, 14, 23, 46 .
 .d When Y is a n.v.s. and when the images of balls of X by F are
convex it follows from the Radstrom cancellation lemma that if d ) aÊ
 .then F is almost d y a -open whenever it is a-approximately almost
d-open.
The following theorem which is a generalization of Ptak's subtractionÂ
w x w x Theorem 52, Theorem 3 is close to results of 14, 24, 25, 38, 39 see also
w x.30, Theorem 2.2 . For the convenience of the reader, we give a simple
self-contained proof. Observe that the statement also gives a global result
by taking the whole space X = Y as V.
THEOREM 2.1. Let X, Y be metric spaces with X complete and let
F ; X = Y be a closed multifunction. Let d g D, let a , r g A be such that
 .  .lim r t s 0, and a - d resp. a F d . Assume that F is a-approxi-t x 0 r r
 .mately almost d-open resp. a-approximately d-open on a subset V ; X = Y.
Then for any subset Z ;; V, F is d-open on Z with respect to r. In
particular, if F is almost d-open on V then it is d-open on any subset
Z ;; V.
Proof. Let u ) 0 be such that
B x = B y ; V for each x , y g Z. .  .  .u 2 d u .
x x w x. w xLet t g 0, u be such that r 0, t ; 0, u . Let us show that for any
x x  .  .   ..t g 0,t and any x, y g Z l F one has B y ; F B x . Letd  t . r  t .
x x  .t g 0, t , and let y g B y . Let us setd  t .
x s x , y s y.0 0
 .We can construct by induction a sequence x , y g V l F such that forn n
each n g N*
d x , x F t [ r t , .  .ny1 n ny1 ny1
d y , y F d t . . .n n
 . w x.Indeed, assuming that x , y : k g 0, n ; F are known we havek k
y g B y ; cl B F B x . .  . . /d  t . n a  t . t nn n n
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   ...Thus we can find z g B F B x such thatn a  t . t nn n
d y , z - d t y a t , .  . .n nq1 n
 .  .  .so that there exist x g B x , y g F x with d z , y Fnq1 t n nq1 nq1 n nq1n
 .a t . From the very definition of x we haven nq1
d x , x F t .n nq1 n
and
d y , y F d y , z q d z , y F d t . .  . .  .nq1 n n nq1 nq1
Moreover we get
d y , y F d y , y q d y , y F d t q d t F 2d u .  .  .  .  . .nq1 nq1 nq1
and
nq1
d x , x F t F r t F u .  .nq1 ky1
ks1
 .so that x , y g V and the sequence is well defined. The Cauchynq1 nq1
 .  .  .sequence x converges to some x g B x and the sequence yn r  t . n
 .converges to y. As F is closed, one has x g F y and the proof of the first
assertion is complete. The case in which F is a-approximately d-open is
simpler: then we can take z s y and the construction of the sequencen
 ..  .  .x , y goes through, even when a t s d t . Finally, when a s 0n n n nq1
 .we take r t s t, r s 0 for n ) 0.0 n
As a consequence, we get
COROLLARY 2.1. Let X, Y be metric spaces with X complete and let
F ; X = Y be a closed multifunction. Assume that there exists a subset
 .V ; X = Y and functions a g A, d g D such that for each x, y g V l F
and each t small enough,
B y ; cl B F B x with l [ lim sup dy1 a t rt - 1. .  .  . . . .d  t . a  t . t
tx0
Then for any subset Z ;; V the multifunction F is d 9-open on Z for
 .  .d 9 t [ d b t with b s 1 y l.
 . x wProof. Using Remark 2.1 b with g g l, 1 , it suffices to observe that
 . n  .the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied with r t s g t, r t sn
y1 .1 y g t, so that F is d-open on Z w.r.t. r.
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 .  . k  . kEXAMPLE 2.1. a Taking d t s ct with k g N*, a t s e t with
w w  .e g 0, c we get that for each t ) 0 small enough and x, y g Z l F
k1rke
kB y , c 1 y t ; F B x , t . . . / / /c
w xThis result is in agreement with 31, Theorem 1.1 in which one takes
K s cB .Y
 . w xb In 14 , the preceding result was given under the assumption
lim sup dy1 a t rt - 1 . . .
tx0
replaced by
lim inf dy1 a t rt - 1. . . .
tx0
 .  .In fact, this is not correct as the following example shows. Let d , a ben n
x wdecreasing sequences of positive real numbers with limit 0. Let g g 0, 1
and t s g n. Assume that, for each n g N, d - a - d . Let us intro-n nq1 n n
 4  4duce the metric spaces X s 0 , Y s 0, a : n g N , and let us considern
 .4  .the multifunction F s 0, 0 . It is clear that F is not open at 0, 0 . Let
 .  .  .s s t q t r2, and let us define d ? and a ? to be affine on eachn nq1 n
 .  .  .  .interval defined by the sequences s and t with a s s d s s a ,n n n n n
 .  .  .a t s a , d t s d . The function d . is increasing, continuous, andn n n n
lim inf dy1 a t rt F lim inf dy1 a t rt F g q 1 r2 - 1. .  .  . .  . .  .n n
nª`t x0
 .  .4Observe now that, for each x, y g X = Y l F s 0, 0 , and for each
w x  .    ... w wt g 0, t , B y ; cl B F B x since for each t g s , s we0 d  t . a  t . t nq1 n
have
B 0 s B 0 s B 0 s cl B F B x . .  .  .  . . .d  t . a a  t . a  t . tnq 1
COROLLARY 2.2. Let X, Y be metric spaces with X complete and let
F ; X = Y be a closed multifunction. Assume that there exists a subset
 .V ; X = Y and r ) e ) 0 such that for each x, y g V l F and each t
small enough,
B y ; cl B F B x . .  . . .r t e t t
Then for any subset Z ;; V the multifunction F is open at the linear rate
r y e on Z.
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 .  .Proof. Let us set d t s r t, a t s e t. We have
l [ lim sup dy1 a t rt s ry1e - 1. . . .
tx0
Thus we can apply Corollary 2.1 which ensures that F is d 9-open on Z
 .  .with d 9 t s r y e t.
Taking a s 0 in Theorem 2.1, r s Id, r s 0 for n G 1 we get the0 n
w xfollowing well-known result close to 26, Lemma 6.4.1 .
COROLLARY 2.3. Let X, Y be metric spaces with X complete and let
F ; X = Y be a closed multifunction. If F is almost d-open on Z it is d-open
on any subset of Z strongly contained in Z.
Let us show that the notion of approximate openness has some interest
in connection with the stability of openness under perturbations. Observe
that the assumption on Y in the following theorem is satisfied whenever Y
is a normed vector space. This assumption could be avoided by introducing
some d 9 smaller than d , but the proof would be more technical.
THEOREM 2.2. Let X, Y be metric spaces. Assume that X is complete and
 .   ..that for all y g Y and for all r ) 0 one has B y, r s cl U x, r . Let
 .F be a parametrized family of closed multifunctions as abo¨e and letw w g W
F ; X = Y closed, Z ; X = Y, u ) 0 be such that0
 .  .  .a for each x g X, F x ; lim sup F x ,0 w ª 0 w
 .b for each x g X and each t ) 0
lim e F B x , t , F B x , t s 0, .  . .  . .w 0
wª0
 .  . u  .c the family F is equi-d-open on Z [ B Z .w w g W u
Then F is d-open on Z. More precisely one has for t small enough0
B y , d t ; F B x , t .  . .  .0
 .for each x, y g F l Z.0
w x  w x. w x.  .Proof. Given t g 0, t with d 0, t ; 0, u and x, y g F l Z,0
 .  .  .using a we can find nets w , y in W and Y with limit 0 and y,i ig I i ig I
 .   ..respectively, such that y g F x for each i g I. For any z g U y, d tw i
  ..  .there exists i g I such that z g U y , d t for i G i . It follows from cz i z
  ..  .that z g F B x, t for i G i . Assumption b ensures that for eachw zi
 .e ) 0 we can find i G i such that for each i G i there exists x g B x, te z e i
 .  .    ...and z g F x such that d z, z F e . Therefore z g cl F B x, ti 0 i i 0
  ..    ...yielding U y, d t ; cl F B x, t and, from our assumption on Y,0
  ..    ...B y, d t ; cl F B x, t . Then the result follows from Theorem 2.1.0
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w xThe preceding result differs from 30, Theorem 4.1 by the fact it is not a
w x  .local result. Moreover in 30, Theorem 4.1 assumption a is not needed
and the method is different.
Now let us give a persistence result for openness. It slightly generalizes
w xTheorem 2.1 in 20 by enlarging both the class of perturbations and the
class of perturbed multifunctions.
THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a complete metric space, let Y be a n.¨ .s., and let
G ; X = Y be a closed multifunction which is d-open on a neighborhood of a
 .point a, b g G for some d g D. Let h: P = X ª Y be a mapping such that
 .for some nondecreasing a g A with lim a t s 0 and for each w g Wt ª 0
 .  . 5  .h . [ h w, . is uniformly continuous on dom G in the sense that h xw w
 .5   ..y h x9 F a d x, x9 for any w g W, x, x9 g dom G. Assume also thatw
 .lim h a s 0 and a F d . Then for some neighborhood V of 0 in Ww ª 0 w r
 .  .and for some neighborhood Z of a, b the family F defined by¨ ¨ g V
 .  .  .F x s G x q h x is equi-d-open on Z with respect to r.¨ ¨
x xProof. Let t ) 0, r ) 0, r9 ) 0 be such that for all t g 0, t and for all
 .   .  ..   ..   ..x, z g G l B a, r = B b, r9 one has B z, d t ; G B x, t . We
 .  .can assume that a r - r9 y 2u 9 r3 for some u 9 ) 0. Thus, setting
r 9 s
 .r9 q u 9 r3, one gets
u 9 F r 9 y a r , .
and
x xB z , d t ; G B x , t for all t g 0,t and for all x , z g G l N .  .  . .  .
with
N s B a, r = B b , 3r 9 y u 9 . .  .
5  .5Let w be close to 0 in such a way that h a F r 9. Let us setw
V s B a, r = B b , r 9 .  .
w x  . and let us consider t g 0, t and x, y g VF F this set in nonvoidw
  ...  .since it contains a, b q h a . Let z [ y y h x so thatw w
5 5 5 5 5 5z y b - y y b q h x F 2 r 9 q a r F 3r 9 y u 9, .  .w
 .   ..thus x, z g G l N. For any y9 g B y, d t one has
z9 [ y9 y h x g B z , d t ; .  . .w
 .  .thus z9 g G x9 for some x9 g B x, t . Then
y9 [ z9 q h x g z9 q h x9 q a t B ; F x9 q a t B .  .  .  .  .w w Y w Y
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yielding
B y , d t ; B F B x , t .  . .  . .a  t . w
x x  .for all w close to 0, t g 0, t , and x, y g V l F . It suffices then to applyw
Theorem 2.1.
COROLLARY 2.4. Let X be a complete metric space, let Y be a n.¨ .s., and
let G ; X = Y be a closed multifunction which is open at a linear rate r near
 .a point a, b g G. Let h: P = X ª Y be a mapping such that for each
 .  .w g W, h . [ h w, . is Lipschitz continuous on dom G with modulusw
 .  .  .  .l - r. Assume also that lim h a s 0. Let F x s G x q h x .w ª 0 w w w
 .Then for some neighborhoods V of 0 in W and N of a, b , the family
 .F is equi-open on Z.¨ ¨ g V
 .  .Proof. Let us set d t s r t and a t s lt. As l - r the condition
 .  .y1   ..a - d is satisfied with r t s r r y l t see Remark 2.1 b . Thus wer
can apply Theorem 2.3.
Corollary 2.4, which is connected to a long string of works about
perturbations of open mappings, allows us to give parametrized versions of
w x w xTheorem 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 in 13 . Following 13 we say that a mapping f
on X = W with values in a Banach space Y is partially strictly differentiable
 .  .at a, 0 if there exists L g L X, Y such that for all e ) 0 there exists
h ) 0 and a neighborhood U of 0 in W such that for all u g U, f y L isu
 .  .e-Lipschitz on B a, h . We set D f a, 0 s L. Let us also recall that ax
 w x.closed set A ; X is epi-Lipschitzian at a g A see 57 if there exist
z g X, a neighborhood N of a, and h ) 0 such that A l N q0
w x  . ­  .0,h B z , h ; A. When this property holds, z belongs to int T A, a0 0
­  .  w x.and the preceding property is satisfied for all z g int T A, a see 57 .
COROLLARY 2.5. Let X, Y be Banach spaces. Assume that f is partially
 .strictly differentiable at a, 0 g A = W and that one of the following two
assumptions holds:
 .  .  ...a A is con¨ex, D f a, 0 R A y a s Y,x q
 .  . ­  ..b A is epi-Lipschitzian at a, D f a, 0 T A, a s Y.x
  ..Then, there exist neighborhoods N of a, f a, 0 and V of 0 such that, for
 .all w g V, F l N / B and such that the family F with F sw w w g V w
 .f . , w N A is open on N with the same linear rate.
 .  .  . .  .Proof. Let us set g . s f a, 0 q D f a, 0 . ya . Assuming a ,x
 w x .we derive from the Robinson]Ursescu Theorem see 54, 59 , that the
  ..multifunction G s g N A is open at a linear rate near a, f a, 0 .
 . ­  .Assume now that b is satisfied. We have int T A, a / B, so that
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­  . ­  .  ­  ..cl int T A, a s T A, a and cl L int T A, a s Y where L s
 .  ­  .. D f a, 0 . As L int T A, a is open a consequence of thex
.  ­  ..Robinson]Ursescu Theorem , we have L int T A, a s Y so that there
­  .  .exists z g int T A, a such that L z s 0. Let h ) 0 and let N be a0 0
neighborhood of a such that
xA l N q 0, h B z , h ; A. .0
From the Ursescu]Robinson Theorem, the convex multifunction L N
­  .  .T A, a is open at a linear rate near z , 0 . Hence there exists c ) 00
­  .  5 5 .such that for all ¨ g Y there exists z g T A, a l z q c ¨ B such0 X
 . 5 5 y1that L z s ¨ . Assume that ¨ F c h. Then for all x g A l N and for
x w  .  .all t g 0, h we obtain that g x q t¨ s g x q tz and x q tz g A. Thus
 .  5 5 . .g x q t¨ g G x q t z q h B which shows that G s g N A is open at0 X
  ..  .  .a linear rate near a, f a, 0 . Observing that lim f a, u s g a anduª 0
 .using the definition of D f a, 0 , we can apply Corollary 2.4 to get thex
desired result.
3. APPROXIMATE OPEN MAPPING THEOREMS AND
INFINITESIMAL CONDITIONS
In this section we establish an approximate open mapping theorem
dealing with infinitesimal conditions. It encompasses previous results of
w x w xH. Frankowska 30, Theorem 6.1, Corollary 6.2 and J.-P. Penot 45 . Given
a multifunction F ; X = Y from a metric space X into a normed vector
 . w x space n.v.s. Y, H. Frankowska 30 introduces the first expansion called
by her ``variation,'' but we prefer to avoid this term already used elsewhere
. 1. .for the differentiability of relations, with a different sense F a, b of F
 .at a, b g F as
F 1. a, b s lim sup ty1 F B a, t y b . .  . . .
tx0
Let us note that the computation of this subset of Y supposes one already
w xknows the images of balls by F. On the other hand, J.-P Penot 45
supposes X is a n.v.s. and introduces the e-approximate contingent cone
e  .  .T F, c to F at c s a, b g F, where for Z s X = Y, u g X, and e g
x w0, 1 one sets
e 5 5x xT F , c s w g Z : ; r ) 0, ' t g 0, r , c q tB w , e w l F / B , 4 .  .
DeF c u s ¨ g Y : u , ¨ g T e F , c . 4 .  .  .  .
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 . e  .Clearly one has T F, c s F T F, c . We also set for c g F ande ) 0
u g X
DF c u s ¨ g Y : u , ¨ g T F , c . 4 .  .  .  .
 .The fact that any bounded metric space M, d can be isometrically
  . .embedded into a n.v.s. X through the mapping m ¬ d . , m for instance
gives us some hope to link these two concepts. Indeed the following notion
generalizes the preceding two concepts.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be a metric space, let Y be a n.v.s., and let
 .F ; X = Y. Given e ) 0, c s a, b g F the e-first expansion of F at c is
1. .the set e-F a, b given by
e-F 1. a, b s ¨ g Y : ' t x0, ;n g N, .  . n
B ¨ , e l ty1 F B a, t y b / B . .  . 4 . .n n
Clearly we have
F 1. a, b s e-F 1. a, b . .  .F
e)0
Moreover
1. y1e-F a, b > ¨ g Y : lim inf t d b q t¨ , F B a, t - e .  . . . 5
tx0
and
1. y1e-F a, b ; ¨ g Y : lim inf t d b q t¨ , F B a, t F e . .  . . . 5
tx0
 4On the other hand, for F s a = C and for each b g C we have
e-F 1. a, b s T e C , b , .  .
x wand if X is a n.v.s. one has for e g 0, 1
DeF a, b 1 y e B l B ; e-F 1. a, b .  .  . .X Y
 . e   ..  .since for each w s u, ¨ g T F, a, b with u g 1 y e B , ¨ g B weX Y
 .can find t ª 0, u g u q eB ; B , ¨ g ¨ q eB such thatn n X X n Y
b q t ¨ g F a q t u ; F B a, t .  . .n n n n n
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hence
¨ g ty1 F B a, t y b . . . .n n n
y1 5 5Moreover if X is a n.v.s. renormed with the norm e . it follows easily
from the definitions that
DeF , a, b 0 s R e-F 1. a, b l S . .  .  . .  .q Y
The following definition will be convenient
DEFINITION 3.2. Let X be a metric space, let Y be a n.v.s.
 .a Given r ) e ) 0 the multifunction F ; X = Y is said to satisfy
property Oe , r on some subset Z ; X = Y if there exists t ) 0 such that
x x  .for any t g 0, t , x, y g Z l F one has
B y , r t ; F B x , t q e tB . .  . . Y
 . e , rb The multifunction F ; X = Y is said to satisfy property T on
 .some subset Z ; X = Y if for any x, y g Z l F
rB ; e-F 1. x , y . .Y
Clearly property Oe , r means that F is a-approximately d-open on Z for
 .  . e , ra t s e t, d t s r t. When X is a n.v.s., F satisfies property T on Z if
 .and only if for any x, y g Z l F, ¨ g S ,Y
x , y g cl F l x , y q C e , r ¨ .  .  . . .
with
C e , r ¨ s P B = B r¨ , e .  . .X
x w e , rwith P s 0,q ` . The following theorem relates the two properties O
and T e , r and shows they imply an openness property. It relies on the
following result which can be deduced from the general ordering principle
w x w xof Brezis and Browder 15 , or from the Danes drop property 21 , or fromÂ Ï
w xthe Ekeland principle 27 , or from the Brondsted]Phelps procedure. LetÈ
us note however that here we only suppose that B and F are disjoint and
5 5  . 4not that inf x y z : x, z g B = F ) 0. Therefore for the sake of com-
w xpleteness we present a proof close to a part of the proof of 58 , Lemma
x2.1 .
LEMMA 3.1. Let F be a complete subset of a n.¨.s. Z, let z g F, and let B
be a bounded closed con¨ex subset of Z such that B l F s B. Then there
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 w x ..exists z g F l z q 0, 1 B y z , g ) 0, and r ) 0 such that
x xF l z q 0,g B y z s B, . .
 4F l z q R B y z l B z , r s z . .  . .q
 .Proof. Let us define an order on D [ F l z q C with C [
w x .0, 1 B y z by
def
z F z9 m z9 y z g R B y z s R C. .q q
 .Let us build inductively a sequence z in D by setting z s z andn 0
choosing
z g z q t B y z g D , .n ny1 n
r y 2yn F t F r ,n n n
where
r s sup t g R : z q t B y z l D / B . 4 . .n q ny1
 .Observe that r is finite since D is bounded and d 0, B y z G 0. For anyn
z g D such that z G z we can writen
z s z q tc s z q t c q tc s z q t q t cX .n ny1 n n ny1 n n
X ynfor some c, c , c g B y z, t g R , so that t q t F r and t F 2 . Itn n q n n
5 5 yn 5 5 4ensures that z y z F 2 m with m s sup c : c g C . Since z G z forn p n
 .p G n, the sequence z is Cauchy. Let z be its limit in D which is easilyn
seen to be closed in F hence complete. Observe that z is maximal in F or
  ..  4 D, that is, z q R B y z l F s z . Indeed for p G n, z g y g D: yq p
4   ..G z s z q R B y z l D which is a closed subset of D hencen n q
z G z for each n g N. Thus for any y g D with y G z one has y G z forn n
5 5 yn w xeach n g N, hence y y z F 2 m, so that y s z. If s g 0, 1 is suchn
 .that z g z q s B y z , we have s - 1 since B l F s B. Let us set m s 1
 x x ..  w x ..y s. For any y g z q 0, m B y z l F we have y g z q 0, 1 B y z
l F s D hence y g D, y / z, and y G z which is impossible; thus z q
x x ..   ..0, m B y z l F s B. Taking r s mb with b s d 0, B y z ) 0 we
  .. 5 5see that if y g z q t B y z l F for some t g R we have z y y G tbq
y1  .hence t F rb s m if y g B z, r hence t s 0.
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a metric space, let Y be a n.¨ .s., and let
F ; X = Y be a multifunction with complete graph. Gi¨ en a subset V of
X = Y and gi¨ en 0 - e - r, e F 1 the following assertions are equi¨ alent:
 . e , ra F satisfies property O on any subset Z ;; V;
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 . e , rb F satisfies property T on any subset Z ;; V;
 .c F is open at the linear rate r y e on any subset Z ;; V.
1. .Proof. Observe that the definition of e-F x, y does not change if we
 .replace the metric d by inf d, 1 . Then X is isometrically embedded in the
ÄBanach space X of bounded continuous functions on X with the supre-
 .  .mum norm via the mapping x ¬ d given by d y s d x, y . Thus F canx x
Äbe viewed as a complete subset of X = Y and in the sequel we may
suppose that X is a n.v.s.
 .  .a « c . This is a consequence of Corollary 2.2.
 .  .c « a . Let Z ; X = Y be strongly contained in V and let t ) 0 be
w x  .   . .such that for any t g 0, t and x, y g Z l F one has B y, r y e t ;
  ..F B x, t . We then get
B y , r t ; F B x , t q e tB . .  . . Y
 .  . e , ra « b . Property O ensures that for any subset Z ;; V one has
 .  .for any sequence t in P with limit 0 and for any x, y g F l Z, ¨ g rBn Y
and any n large enough
¨ g ty1 F B x , t y y q eB . . .n n Y
so that
rB ; e-F 1. x , y . .Y
 .  .  .b « a . Given Z ; X = Y such that B Z ; V for some g ) 0, weg
 .  .take t ) 0 such that d [ t max 1, r q e - g . Then Z9 s B Z isd
strongly contained in V. Let us show that if the inclusion
B y , r t ; F B x q e tB .  . .t Y
 . x xdoes not hold for some z s x, y g Z l F, t g 0, t , we get a contradic-
  ..tion. Let ¨ g B be such that y q r t¨ f F B x q e tB . We must haveY t Yy1X . 5 5 5 5¨ / 0 since y g F x , so that replacing ¨ by ¨ s ¨ ¨ , t by t9 s t ¨ F
 .  .t, we may suppose ¨ g S . Since B [ B x, t = B y q r t¨ , e t is bounded,Y
closed convex, and does not meet F, Lemma 3.1 ensures that for some
 w x ..r ) 0 and for some z g F l z q 0, 1 B y z we have
 4F l z q C l B z , r s z , .  .
with
C s R B y z s R B = r¨ q eB . .  . .q q X Y
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5 5  .Because z y z F max t, r t q e t F d we obtain since 0 f r¨ q eBY
z g F l Z9 ; F l V ,
B z , r l z q P B = r¨ q eB l F s B. .  . . .X Y
On the other hand since T e , r holds on Z9 we have
z g cl F l z q P B = r¨ q eB , . . . .X Y
a contradiction.
In fact Theorem 3.1 combined with Theorem 2.1 provides some useful
estimate.
e , r  .LEMMA 3.2. Let F satisfying T on B Z for some Z and some g ) 0.g
w  .x  .Then for each t g 0,grmax 1, 2 r and for each x, y g Z l F
B y , r y e t ; F B x , t . .  . .  .
 .  .Proof. Returning to the proof of b « a in Theorem 3.1 we obtain
that the multifunction F is a-approximately almost d-open on Z
 .  .  .with d t s r t and a t s e t. Let us take u s grmax 1, 2 r and t s
 .r y e urr. Returning to the proof of Theorem 2.1 we derive
w x  .  .that for any t g 0, t and for any x, y g Z l F we have B y ;r t
  ..y1F B x , hence the result. rye . r t
Let us list now some corollaries of Theorem 3.1. Each of them admits a
parametrized version deriving from Theorem 3.5 below which can easily be
written by an interested reader. Theorem 3.1 provides a necessary and
sufficient condition for openness at a linear rate and its sufficient condi-
w xtion part is less stringent than the one of 30, Theorem 6.1 . It also yields
w xan extension of 42, Theorem 3.4 :
THEOREM 3.2. Let X, Y be Banach spaces, let F ; X = Y be a closed
x w x y1 wmultifunction. Assume that there exist c ) 0, d g 0, 1 , e g 0, m d with
 .m s max c, 2 y d , a subset V ; X = Y such that
sup e B , DeF x , y cB - 1 y d . .  . .Y X
 .x , y gVlF
 .y1 .Then F is open at the linear rate c q me d y me on each subset
Z ;; V.
 .  .Proof. Let ¨ g S and let x, y g V l F. There exists u, w gY
e   .. 5 5cB = Y l T F, x, y such that w y ¨ - 1 y d . Setting m sX
5 .5u, w F m, this entails the existence of a sequence of positive numbers
 .t converging to 0 such thatn
5 5x , y q t B u , e m = B ¨ , e m q ¨ y w l F / B. .  .  . . .n
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We derive that
x , y q t c q em B = B ¨ , em q 1 y d l F / B .  .  . . .n X
 .which entails, setting s s c q em tn n
y1 y1x , y q s B =B cqem ¨ , cqem emq1 y d lF / B. .  .  .  . . / /n X
eÏ, rÏThus F satisfies T on V with
y1
r s c q em , .Ï
y1
e s c q em em q 1 y d . .  .Ï
From Theorem 3.1 we derive that F is open at the linear rate r y e sÏ Ï
y1 .  .c q em d y em on any subset Z ;; V.
w xFrom Theorem 3.2 we recover Theorem 2 of 4 .
THEOREM 3.3. Let X, Y be Banach spaces, let F ; X = Y be a closed
multifunction. Assume that there exist c ) 0, a subset V of X = Y with
V l F / B such that
g [ sup e B , DF x , y cB - 1. .  . .Y X
 .x , y gVlF
y1 .Then, for each r - c 1 y g the multifunction F is open at the linear rate
r on each subset Z ;; V.
x y1 xProof. We can choose 0 - d - 1 y g and e g 0, m d with m s
 .max 2 y d , c in such a way that
y1
r - c q em d y em . .  .
 .For each x, y g V l F, one has
e B , DeF x , y cB F e B , DF x , y cB F g - 1 y g , .  .  .  . .  .Y X Y X
thus we can apply Theorem 3.2 and the result follows.
w x w xTheorem 3.2 also encompasses a result of 10 . In 10 , a cone C ; X is
said to be equi-circatangent to A at a g A if
lim e C l B , ty1 A y b s 0. . .X
P=A
 .  .t , b ª 0, a
­  .Such a cone is contained in T A, a and each locally compact subcone
­  .  w x.C ; T A, a is equi-circatangent to A at a see 10 . This definition
yields a notion of regularity for sets by saying that a set A is equiregular at
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­  .a if and only if its circatangent cone T A, a is equi-circatangent to A at
w x a. This notion is strictly weaker than uniform sleekness defined in 6 all
.the subsets of a finite dimensional space are equiregular . We refer again
w xto 10 for an example of a closed subset whose Clarke's tangent cone is
not equi-circatangent. A simple characterization of equi-circatangency to
 w x .A at a g A is the following see 10 Proposition 2.3 : a cone C ; X is
equi-circatangent to A at a if and only if for each e ) 0 there exists a
e  .neighborhood N of a such that C ; F T A, b . From this factbg N l A
w xand from Theorem 3.2, we recover Theorem 3.1 of 10 .
THEOREM 3.4. Let X, Y be Banach spaces, let F ; X = Y be a closed
 .multifunction. Let a, b g F be such that there exists a cone C which is
 .  .equi-circatangent to F at a, b and which is open at 0,0 . When considered
ª  .as a new multifunction X Y. Then F is open at a linear rate near a, b .{
 .Proof. There exists a constant c G 0 such that B ; C cB . LetY X
x w  . e  .e g 0, 1 and let N be a neighborhood of a, b such that C ; T F, x, y
 . e  . .for each x, y g N l F. It ensues that B ; D F x, y cB for allY X
 .x, y g N l F. Thus we can apply Theorem 3.2 and the result follows.
 4 1. .EXAMPLE 3.1. Let F s R = 0 . Observe that, for each x, e-F x, 0 s
w xye , e . Thus the assumption e - r in Theorem 3.1 is sharp.
EXAMPLE 3.2. A weaker definition of approximate tangent cone has
w xbeen given by A. D. Ioffe in 36 : let X, Y be Banach spaces, X = Y being
5 5 5 .5 5 5 5 5endowed with the norm z s x, y s r x q y where r ) 0. Givenr
 .F ; X = Y and z g F, let r F, z denote the distance to the set F withr
5 5respect to the distance defined by the norm . . Given a ) 0, z g F,r
 .w s h, ¨ g X = Y, this author defines
y y1 5 5d r F , z ; w s inf t r F , z q tw y r F , z : t w - a , t ) 0 .  .  . 4 . .a r r r
and
r y 5 5T F , z s w s h , ¨ g X = Y : d r F , z ; w F e ¨ . 4 .  .  .e , a a r
Let us introduce the multifunction F from R to R given by
F s x , 1rn : n g Z*, x g R j x , 0 : x g R , 4  4 .  .
so that the set F ; R2 is closed. Let a , e ) 0 and let
x wB s R = y ar a q 2 , ar a q 2 . .  .a
 .Then, for each z s x, y g F l B , an easy computation shows thata
R s T r F , z 0 . .  .e , a
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 .Nevertheless F is not open at 0, 0 . In this example, the lack of openness
 4is due to the fact that the neighborhood B decreases to R = 0 as aa
decreases to 0.
The proof of Theorem 3.1 can be extended to a stronger result involving
w xfamilies of multifunctions as in 8, 13 . To this end we need some uniform
version of Definition 3.2.
DEFINITION 3.3. Let W be as in Section 2, let X be a metric space, let
 .Y be a n.v.s. Let F ; X = Y be a family of multifunctions.w w g W
 .  .a Given r ) e ) 0 the family of multifunctions F ; X = Yw w g W
is said to satisfy property Oe , r on some subset Z of X = Y is there exists
t ) 0 and a neighborhood U of 0 in W such that for any w g U,
x x  .t g 0, t , x, y g Z l F one hasw
B y , r t ; F B x , t q e tB . .  . .w Y
 .  .b The family of multifunctions F ; X = Y is said to satisfyw w g W
property T e , r on some subset Z of X = Y if there exists a neighborhood
 .U of 0 in W such that for any w g U, x, y g Z l Fw
rU ; e-F 1. x , y . .Y w
 .THEOREM 3.5. Let X be a metric space, Y be a n.¨ .s. Let F ;w w g W
X = Y be a family of closed multifunctions. Gi¨ en a subset V of X = Y and
gi¨ en 0 - e - r, the following assertions are equi¨ alent:
 .  . e , ra the family F satisfies property O on Z on any subsetw w g W
Z ;; V;
 .  . e , rb the family F satisfies property T on Z on any subsetw w g W
Z ;; V;
 .  .c the family F is equi-open at the linear rate r y e on anyw w g W
subset Z ;; V.
Proof. Replace F by F , w g U in the proof of Theorem 3.1.w
Theorem 3.5 leads to a result on stability of inclusions generalizing those
w xof 8 .
THEOREM 3.6. Let X be a Banach space, and let Y be a n.¨ . x. Let
 .F ; X = Y be a family of closed multifunctions and let F ; X = Y bew w g W
 .a closed multifunction. Let a, b g F. Assume that
 .  .a a, b g lim inf F ;w ª 0 w
 .  . e , r  .b the family F satisfies property T near a, b for somew w g W
0 - e - r.
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 .  .  .  .Then for any net x , y in F , z in Y with lim x , y s a, bw w w w w ª 0 w w
and lim z s b one hasw ª 0 w
y1y1 5 5d x , F z F r y e y y z , .  . .w w w w w
for all w close to 0. In particular
y1y1 5 5d a, F z F r y e d a, b , F q u b y z . .  .  . . . .w w w w
Proof. From Theorem 3.5 we can find r ) 0, l G 0, r ) 0, and a
 X X .neighborhood U of 0 in W such that for each w g U, x , y g F lw w w
 . . w xB a, b , r , t g 0, t
B yX , r t ; F B xX . .  . .w t w
5 5 5 5Let w be sufficiently close to 0 to ensure that x y a - r, y y b - rw w
5 5 x5 5 xand z y y - t . Then for any t g y y z , t we can find u gw w w w w
  .y1 .  .B x , r y e t such that z g F u and the conclusion follows asw w w
y1 y1  ..  .d x , F z F r y e t.w w w
4. APPLICATIONS
w x w xH. Frankowska 30 and B. Mordukhovich 42 have given a number of
applications of open mapping theorems for multifunctions in various fields
such as optimal control theory, nonsmooth analysis, etc. In this section, we
give an application of our results to the lower semicontinuity of an
intersection ot two multifunctions.
LEMMA 4.1. Let A, C be closed subsets of a Banach space X. Let
x wa g A l C be such that there exist r ) 0, r ) 0, and e g 0, r such that
lim inf d ¨ , ty1 A y x l B y ty1 C y y l B - e .  . .  . .X X
tx0
 .  .for each ¨ g rB , x g A l B a, r , and y g C l B a, r . Then there existsX
 y1  ..y1 . .k G 0 such that for each u g U a, 4 max 1, 2 r r y e r , one has
d u , A l C F k d u , A q d u , C . .  .  . .
 .  .Proof. Let F ; X = X = X be defined by F s x, y, x y y :
 . 4x, y g A = C . From our assumptions, the multifunction F is closed and
e , r  .satisfies property T with e - r on the neighborhood V s B a, r =
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 .  . . x wB a, r = X of a, a , 0 g F. Let g g 0, r , and let
g g
Z s B a, r y = B a, r y = X . /  /2 2
y1  ..y1  .  .Let us set s s 4 max 1, 2 r g r y e . Given u g U a, s and h ) 0
with
d u , A q h - s , .
d u , C q h - s , .
there exist a g A, c g C with1 1
5 5u y a - d u , A q h , .1
5 5u y c - d u , C q h , .1
so that
y1y15 5a y c - d u , A q d u , C q 2h - 2 max 1, 2 r g r y e .  .  .  . .1 1
and
g g
5 5 5 5a y a F 2s F r y and c y a F 2s F r y1 12 2
 . .thus a , c , a y c g F l Z. According to Lemma 3.2 applied to the1 1 1 1
 . .  . y1 .triple a , c , a y c and 0 g B a y c , 2s , there exists w g F 0 s1 1 1 1 1 1
A l C such that
y15 5 5 5 5 5max w y a , w y c F r y e a y c . . .1 1 1 1
Thus we obtain
5 5d u , A l C F w y u .
1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F w y a q a y u q w y c q c y u .1 1 1 12
y11 5 5F r y e 2 a y c q d u , A q d u , C q 2h .  .  . .1 12
y13F r y e d u , A q d u , C q 2h .  .  . .2
hence, letting h decrease to 0
y13d u , A l C F r y e d u , A q d u , C .  .  .  . .2
 y1  ..y1  ..for each u g U a, 4 max 1, 2 r g r y e . Now letting g increase to
r we get the announced result.
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Using Theorem 3.5 instead of Theorem 3.1 and setting
F [ x , y , x y y : x , y g A s = C s , 4 .  .  .  .s
we get a parametrized version.
 .LEMMA 4.2. Let S, s be a topological space, let X be a Banach space,
and let A ; S = X, C ; S = X be multifunctions. Let s g S and let a g0
 .  . x wA s l C s be such that there exist r ) 0, r ) 0, and e g 0, r such that0 0
lim inf d ¨ , ty1 A s y x l B y ty1 C s y y l B - e .  . .  . .  . .X X
tx0
 .  .  .  .for s close to s , ¨ g rB , x g A s l B a, r , y g C s l B a, r . Then0 X
 y1  ..y1 . .there exists k G 0 such that for any u g U a, 4 max 1, 2 r r y e r ,
for any s close to s one has0
d u , A s l C s F k d u , A s q d u , C s . .  .  .  . .  .  . .
The question of lower semicontinuity of an intersection of two multi-
functions is of great importance in optimization and it has been treated by
many authors, especially in the case where the multifunctions are convex
 w x.valued see 3, 5, 40, 48 .
 .THEOREM 4.1. Let S, s be a topological space, let X be a Banach
space, and let A ; S = X, C ; S = X be multifunctions. Let s g S and let0
 .  . x xa g A s l C s be such that there exist r ) 0, r ) 0, and e g 0, r such0 0
that
lim inf d ¨ , ty1 A s y x l B y ty1 C s y y l B - e .  . .  . .  . .X X
tx0
 .  .  .  .for s close to x , ¨ g rB , x g A s l B a, r , y g B s l B a, r . Then0 X
 .  .  .a if A and C are l.s.c. at s , a , then A l C is l.s.c. at s , a ;0 0
 .  .b if A and C are l.s.c. at s , x for x belonging to a neighborhood U0
 .of a and x g A l B, then A l C is l.s.c. at any point s , x g A l B with x0
close to a;
 .  .c if A and C are pseudo-lower semicontinuous at s , a , then A l C0
 .is pseudo-lower hemicontinuous at s , a .0
Proof. From Lemma 4.2, there exist k G 0 such that for any s close to
 . y1  ..y1 . .s , x g U a, s with s s 4 max 1, 2 r r y e r0
d x , A s l C s F k d x , A s q d x , C s . .  .  .  . .  .  . .
 .   ..   ..a As lim d a, A s s lim d a, C s s 0, we getsª s sª s0 0
lim d a, A s l C s s 0, .  . .
sªs0
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hence the result.
 .  .  .  .b Given x g B a, s l U l A s l C s , we get0 0
lim d x , A s l C s s 0, .  . .
sªs0
hence the result.
 .c There exists s 9, s 0 ) 0 such that
lim e A s l B a, s 9 , A s s 0, .  .  . .0
sªs0
lim e C s l B a, s 0 , C s s 0. .  .  . .0
sªs0
 .  .  .Taking in b , U s V s B a, s with s s min a , s 9, s 0 we getÄ Ä
sup d u , A s l C s F k d u , A s q d u , D s .  .  .  . .  .  . .
 .  .ugVlA s lB s0 0
hence
e A s l C s l V , A s l C s F k e A s l V , A s .  .  .  .  .  . .  .0 0 0
qe C s l V , C s .  . . .0
yielding the announced result.
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